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A COVID-19 Level Overreaction Is Needed
for Substance Use Disorder Treatment:
The Future Is Mobile

David A. Patterson Silver Wolf, PhD1

The first person to use a mobile phone was Marty Cooper. He

was an engineer at Motorola who, in 1973, designed and built

the DynaTAC 8000x, better known as—the brick. What pro-

pelled Cooper toward the seemingly quixotic goal of inventing

a cell phone nearly 50 years ago was his core belief that people

are inherently mobile and more than a little nomadic (Digg

Video, 2020). He believed that people do not like being teth-

ered to an office, cubicle, or cord. Marty Cooper’s vision for his

cell phone had been inspired several years earlier by the (then)

new television series, Star Trek, a show about space explora-

tion in the 23rd century.

Whenever Captain Kirk was beamed down to a potentially

dangerous planet, he would often use a device to communicate

with his crew orbiting above in the starship enterprise. Kirk had

a personal, mobile communicator, sort of a flip phone, which

did not require him to even dial a number. The starship captain

pulled his phone from his belt, flipped it open, and was imme-

diately connected to his ship and crew.

Marty Cooper dreamed of a world where everyone would

have their own personal phone number and their own personal

phone. He wanted to create Star Trek’s phone of the future;

something that could be handheld, cordless, unconnected to a

place, but directly connected to those you wished to reach.

Today, about 90% of Americans already own the single

device necessary to receive all forms of health care services:

a smartphone (Pew Research Center, 2019). Although technol-

ogy companies and innovators like Marty Cooper moved most

of us into the future, the delivery of treatment for substance use

disorders (SUDs) has changed little since its beginnings in the

1930’s (Hirsh, 1947).

Most of the 1.6 million frontline SUD therapists in this

country do not provide clinical services guided by data gath-

ered from technology tools. Instead, they rely on the same

1930’s skills—personal judgment and intuition (Patterson Sil-

ver Wolf et al., 2019; Patterson Silver Wolf et al., 2018;

Ramsey et al., 2017). Rather than incorporating tools that

assist treatment decisions based on essential real-time quan-

titative data, patients must hope that their treatment team

possess supernatural instincts or extraordinary practice wis-

dom tools (Cheung, 2017). Unfortunately, most clinicians are

just well-intentioned regular people who, without access to

real-time data, make a lot of wrong guesses, bark up a lot of

wrong trees, and obtain a too-large number of bad case

outcomes.

The scientific community’s response to the COVID-19 pan-

demic provides a powerful example of the importance of

robust, real-time data. I’m hopeful the SUD field will rouse

from its 90-year slumber and begin to appreciate the many

benefits of having such data available when treating the cun-

ning disease that is still currently claiming far more victims

than the novel COVID-19 coronavirus.

The Current State of Services

As of May 19, 2020, at or about 2:45 p.m. (CDT), 91,832

Americans have died from COVID-19. Over 1 million Amer-

icans have tested positive for the disease and the more than

293,000 who were sickened enough to require hospitalization

have now recovered.

Although there could be reliability issues with these data,

the curious, the worried, the obsessed and the health care com-

munity can follow these numbers in real time. There are a

number of dashboards that have been quickly stood-up that are

tracking the outbreak worldwide as well as here in the United

States (1Point3Acres, 2020).

Within a matter of weeks from the time the first cases were

diagnosed, anyone with an internet connection could monitor

the spread and effects of COVID-19 for any location on the

globe. More importantly, elected leaders, scientists, and health

care workers can see these data and use them to inform their

response and their choice of intervention in real time. Efforts

such as contact tracing have been helped by technologies such

as tracking smartphone locations. All of this is enormously

helpful. Indeed, any intervention delivered without such real-
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time outcome data is little more than prolonged intuition. It is,

in other words, just guessing.

The number of Americans dying from opioid overdoses

continues to dwarf the numbers of those dying from COVID-

19. Around 400,000 lives were lost between 1999 and 2017. In

2018 alone, there were 67,367 deaths, and this breathtaking

number actually reflected a slight (about 4%) reduction from

those lost in the year prior.

I am quoting old numbers from 2018 and 2017 because data

from our last year, 2019, are still unavailable. According to the

National Institute on Drug Addiction (National Institute on

Drug Abuse, 2020), “ . . . 2019 data . . . [will be] released in

early 2021 . . . ”

In other words, the closest thing we have to a real-time data

system for opioid overdoses—an epidemic of destruction that

began killing Americans more than a decade ago—has a lag

time of about 24 months.

The consequences of not having real-time data for any pub-

lic health crisis is lethal. Imagine the severe effects from a

24-month data lag time for the COVID virus. By the time

action was taken, the virus would already have burned through

this country, taking countless more lives. In fact, the Trump

administration’s inaction during the single month of February

gave the outbreak so much of a head start that we may never

catch up. The dearth of timely data about the consequences of

addiction is, with respect to mobilizing an effect response,

equally debilitating.

The Future

I believe the future of addiction treatment can be found in our

purses, pockets, or palms. The future is mobile. There will soon

come a day when humans will receive multiple forms of high

quality, data-driven health and wellness treatments from their

mobile devices rather than from the inside of brick-and-mortar

clinics. Further, these services will be monitored and measured

using in-the-moment treatment and recovery data which can be

leveraged into high-quality, data-generated care (Patterson Sil-

ver Wolf, 2018).

Our current treatment infrastructure mostly collects data

while patients are inside of their clinics. This information is

entered into electronic health record systems, where it remains

inaccessible and updated too infrequently. Once patients leave

those treatment clinics for the evening, weekend, or longer

periods of time, measuring and monitoring activities cease.

Just as Marty Cooper believed that humans prefer to be

mobile, the treatment of SUDs should by now understand that

patients recover in their own communities, not inside of clinics.

A team of researchers, therapists, and technologists have

developed and tested mobile phone tools that measure and

monitor patients both while they are inside of clinics and when

they return to their communities (Schoenherr, 2019). These

data return to the therapist’s dashboard in order to tailor inter-

ventions that are guided by real data. Some of these data mea-

sure recovery capital and the four major dimensions that

support recovery which were developed by Substance Abuse

and Mental Health Services Administration and are demonstra-

bly valid and reliable (Strashny, 2013).

In early sessions, the therapist and patient identify commu-

nity locations that are protective (e.g., 12-step meeting) and

those that pose risks (e.g., corner tavern). Family, friends, and

other community supporters are identified and entered into the

system, and these connections grow and adjusted as the

patient—both literally and figuratively—travels the circuitous

path to recovery. Professional community support specialists,

peer supporters, and employment consultants are integrated

into the treatment/recovery plan and can leverage the clinical

dashboard.

Given the choice, there is a large and growing population,

who will choose to receive SUD treatment services from their

mobile phones. The phone is easily accessible, always on, and a

constant companion. Individuals can use their mobile phones,

much like Captain Kirk, to connect directly to their treatment

support “crew” anytime, anywhere. Further, these technology

tools, while in their infancy (Dogan et al., 2017), have shown

efficacy in medical and behavioral health changes (Amarasing-

ham et al., 2009; Firth et al., 2017; Pauwels et al., 2009).

In the early days of the coronavirus, Dr. Anthony Fauci

commented on the national response to the emerging

COVID-19 pandemic. He stated “I think we should be overly

aggressive and get criticized for overreacting (Knutson,

2020).”

After a decade of suffering from a still-raging opioid epi-

demic, after a century in which our advances in the treatment of

SUD can be counted on one or two hands, an overreaction to

the treatment of addiction—mobile treatment, treatment guided

by real-time data, treatment that follows patients back to their

community—is very much overdue.
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